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In the present article we develop a method of classification of orbits of an 
algebraic linear group. The method is demonstrated on the example of classifica- 
tion of spinors of the 13-dimensional space. 
This method consists in reducing the orbit classification of a linear group 
to the classification of some special orbits of its complete regular subgroups 
(Sect. 1). (We recall that a complete regular subgroup is a subgroup of an algebraic 
group which is the centralizer of a semisimple element of the Lie algebra). 
Let G / V be an algebraic linear group. An element x E V is called semisimpZe 
if its orbit G . x is closed, and it is called nilpotent if G. x 3 0. We say that 
there exists Jordan decomposition for G j V if any element x E V can be repre- 
sented in the form x = X, + X, , where x,~ is a semisimple element, xn is a 
nilpotent element for the stabilizer G, 1 V of x, and G, C Gz, . 
Let c C V be a subspace, G, be its stabilizer and let W= G, j c. The subspace c 
is called a Cartan subspace if the following conditions are satisfied: all the elements 
of c are semisimple, any semisimple element is equivalent to an element of c, 
and G-equivalence of two elements of c involves their W-equivalence. The 
linear group W, associated with a Cartan subspace is called the WeyZgroup of 
the linear group G / V. 
It can be proved (Sect. 3) that if G / I/ is a reductive linear group and c 
is a Cartan subspace, then the Weyl group Wis a finite group and the restriction 
homomorphism of algebras of invariants k[VIG --f k[c]‘+’ is an isomorphism. 
A linear group G 1 k’ is called observable if any level variety of its invariant 
polynomials contains only a finite number of orbits [4]. 
We introduce now an important class of linear groups. Let 6 be a simple Lie 
algebra and let 0 be its semisimple automorphism of period m (m = 1, 2,..., co). 
6’ defines a Z,-gradation 6 = @ Gi . The adjoint representation of 6, induces 
(by restriction) a representation of the subalgebra 6,, on the subspace 6, . This 
representation defines a connected algebraic linear group which is called e-group. 
The classification of &groups can be easily obtained from [3] (see also [2, 
Chap. IV, Sect. 21). 
It turns out that for &groups there exist Jordan decomposition and a Cartan 
subspace, the Weyl group is finite and is generated by complex reflections and 
therefore the algebra R[VjG is free [l]. Furthermore all the d-groups are observ- 
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able and this property, under some restrictions, almost characterizes O-groups. 
More exactly, a connected simple irreducible observable linear group either 
is a commutant of a O-group or is isomorphic to Spin,, or Spin,, (see [4]). 
That is why the linear groups Spin,, and Spin,, are of special interest. The 
orbits of Spin,, have been classified by Igusa [6] in connection with the 
study of the representations for which any level variety of invariants contains 
a dense orbit with the complement of codimension 32. We call this condition 
lgusa condition. As we were informed by Popov (see [8]), among the connected 
simple irreducible linear groups, Spin,, was the only one for which it has not 
been known whether or not it satisfies the Igusa condition. 
In the article we classify the orbits of the linear group Spin,, (Sect. 2.2) and on 
the basis of this classification we establish that Spin,, has many properties 
of B-groups (Sect. 3), namely: it is observable, it has Jordan decomposition 
and a 2-dimensional Cartan subspace, the Weyl group being a group of order 32 
generated by complex reflections; its algebra of invariants is freely generated 
by two homogeneous invariants of degrees 4 and 8. Besides, this linear group 
satisfies the Igusa condition. (Analogous facts for Spin,, follow from Igusa’s 
work [q). 
TERMINOLOGY AND NOTATIONS 
K is the base field, it is algebraically closed and of zero characteristic, k* 
is its multiplicative group. 
G is an algebraic group over k, Go is its connected component of the identity; 
8 is the Lie algebra of the group G; T is a fixed maximal torus of G, f  is its Lie 
algebra called a maximal torus of the Lie algebra 8. 
1M is an irreducible algebraic variety over K; P is a subvariety over k, P is 
the Zariski closure. 
k[M] is the algebra of regular functions on M; k(M) is the algebra of rational 
functions on IM. QA is the field of fractions of the integral domain A. 
G 1 M is a group of transformations of a variety M defined by a regular action 
of an algebraic group G on M; GQ is the kernel of noneffectiveness of this action; 
an isomorphism of algebraic groups takes place: G 1 M = G/Gh. 
k[MIC, k(M)G are the algebras of G-invariant regular and rational functions 
on M; from now on the invariant regular functions will be called invariants. 
G x is the orbit of x E M. 
Gp is the stabilizer of a subvariety PC M, i.e., the subgroup of G which 
consists of transformations that map P into itself. 
G 1 T/is an algebraic linear group, i.e., an algebraic subgroup of the group 
GL(V). I f  H is an algebraic subgroup in G and UC V is an H-invariant 
subspace then the action of H on U defines a linear group H ) U called a 
linear subgroup of G 1 V. 
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G,is the stabilizer of an element x, G(,, is the stabilizer of a line (x> (also called 
the normalizer of x E I’); QZ = (g E 6 1 g(x) = 0} and (fjc2) = {g E 8 1 g(x) = 
hx, h E K} are the Lie algebras of these groups. 
(X) is the linear span of XC V in V. 
All the definitions referring to a point and having invariant meaning, are 
also applied to the orbit of this point. 
1. A R/IETHOD 
Here we consider a method which allows to reduce the classification of orbits 
of a linear group G / V to that of special orbits of its linear subgroups. In a number 
of cases (for example, for &groups, and Spinr, and Spin,,) this method gives 
a complete orbit classification. 
I .l. The general case. Let G 1 V b e a connected algebraic linear group, 
6 be the Lie algebra of the group G, T be a fixed maximal torus in G, f be 
its Lie algebra, N be the normalizer of T in G and W, = N j f  be the Weyl 
group of the group G. 
Take x E I? Changing x by a G-equivalent element we may assume that the Lie 
algebra fcZ. is a maximal torus in QcZj . Let H be the centralizer of fczj in G, 
lj be the Lie algebra of H and let U = (H. x). The subspace U is 
evidently H-invariant and all semisimple elements of the Lie algebra IjcZ) belong 
to the center of b. Hence they act as scalar transformations on U. Also, the 
set of these elements coincides with fcZj . These properties lead us to the 
following definition. 
DEFINITION. Let H be an algebraic group and U be a H-module. An element 
XE U is called semifree if all semisimple elements in the Lie algebra of its normal- 
izer I& belong to the center of the Lie algebra lj of H and (H . x) = U. 
Note that the constructed above pair (H, U} satisfies the following properties: 
(1) H is a complete regular subgroup of G, which contains T; 
(2) H coincides with the centralizer in G of a subalgebra of f which 
consists of all the elements acting as scalar transformations on U; 
(3) The H-module U has a semifree orbit. 
DEFINITION. The pair {H, U} where H is a subgroup of group G and U 
is a H-invariant subspace in V is called a special pair if it satisfies conditions 
(I), (2) and (3). 
The group W, acts on the set of all special pairs of the linear group G [ V. 
The construction described above leads to the statement basic to our method. 
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PROPOSITION 1. Let G / V be a linear akebraicgroup. We take a pair {H, , U,) 
in each class of Wo-equivalent special pairs; let i?$ be the normalizer of the pair 
{H, , U,,} in G. We take an orbit in each class of if,-equivalent semrfree orbits 
of H, in U, and an element in each of these orbits. Let n/r, be the obtained 
set of elements in V. Then the set M = ub! M, is a full minimal system of repre- 
sentatives of the orbits of the linear group G / V. 
Proof. It is clear that the set M is a full system of representatives of the 
orbits. We will prove the minimality of it. 
Let (Hi , U,}, i = 1,2, be two special pairs and xi E Vi be semifree elements 
of H,-modules Vi . Replacing these elements by Hi-equivalent ones we can 
assume that fczjj is a maximal torus in (lQcZ,, . According to the definition 
of a special pair, Hi is the centralizer in G of the Lie algebra fcrj) , i = 1, 2. 
Let x2 = g . xi , g E G. Replacing g by gg, , g, E GZ1 , we can assume that 
VW) f&z,> = f<q and hence that g E NH, . Consequently the pairs {HI , U,} 
and {H, , U,> are Wc-equivalent and we may consider them as identical. But 
then (Adg) fcX1,, = fcp,) and therefore g E nr . 
Certain a priori information on special pairs is of big importance. In this 
connection the following lemma that can be easily deduced from [l] is useful. 
LEMMA 1. If {H, U} is a special pair of an observable linear group then the 
linear group H 1 U is also observable. 
Remark. Another version of the method may be suggested. Let x E U 
be called “semifree” for the H-module U if all semisimple elements in its group 
normalizer H(,, belong to the center of H and (H . x) = U. The reduction 
of the orbit classification for G / V to the classification of “semifree” orbits 
of some of its linear subgroups is analogous. In this approach the set of 
“semifree” orbits is smaller, however, noncomplete regular subgroups have 
to be considered in addition. As a result the conditions of equivalence are more 
complicated. 
1.2. The case of reductive groups. Let G ) V be a connected reductive 
linear group, d be the root system of the Lie algebra 8 with respect to a maximal 
torus f, Ii’be a system of simple roots and A be the weight system of B-module V. 
As usual 8, (respectively, V,) denotes the root (respectively, weight) space 
which corresponds to a root 01 E d (respectively, weight X E A). 
Let {H, U} be a special pair for the linear group G ) V. Then His a complete 
regular subgroup in G and therefore is a connected reductive group. Let d, be 
the root system off with respect to f. A system of simple roots ITa C L3, is Wo- 
equivalent to a subsystem of n. The subspace P = {x E U / Q-,X = 0, a E&} 
in V is evidently f-invariant. Let K7r be the set of weights of f in the space P. 
DEFINITION. The pair of subsets {fl,, , fl,>, where fl,, C d, n1 C fl, construc- 
ted above for a special pair (H, U} is called the weight system of this special pair. 
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If the weight system and subspace PC V are known, the special pair may 
be easily reconstructed: H is the complete regular subgroup in G, for which 
II,, is a system of simple roots, and U = (H * P) (the last result follows from 
the complete reducibility of the H-module U). 
Let I7; be the set of all differences of vectors from I7r . The property (2) 
of a special pair can be written in the following form: 
(IIouII;)nACA, (4 
The pair of subsets {I&, II,} where IIs Cd, III Cfl, and the f-invariant 
subspace PC V constructed above for a special pair {H, U} are evidently 
characterized by the following properties: 
the property (A); 
the weight system of f on P is III ; 
6~,P = 0 for OL EIi?, ; 
the H-module (H 3 P> has a semifree orbit. 
We formulate the obtained result for the case of reductive linear group 
with simple spectrum (this case is the only one we need). 
PROPOSITION 2. Let G / V be a connected linear reductive group for which 
all weights have multiplicity 1. Then the mapping which assignes to every special 
pair its weight system induces a bijection between the set of all classes of Wo- 
equivalent special pairs and the set of all classes of Wo-equivalent pairs of subsets 
{II,, , II,}, I& C II, II, CA, which satisfy the following properties: 
(1) ProPew (4 
(2) A-a$AayAEII1,aEIIo, 
(3) The H-module U has a semifree orbit, where H is a complete regular sub- 
group in G with a system of simple roots II,, and U = (H ’ V,, , h E III>. 
Finally we note that properties (1) and (2) imply the property 
(4) A, -&+!A if/\,,h,~R;. 
Indeed af /\I , h, E II1 and /\I - h, E A then (1) implies that /\I - h, = (Y, where 
01 is a root of the Lie algebra f. But this evidently contradicts property (2). 
1.3. The case of O-groups. While the enumeration of classes of W,-equivalent 
pairs {I& , III} which satisfy properties (1) and (2) of Proposition 2.2 does not 
constitute a major difficulty, the problem of finding of semifree orbits is unlikely 
to be solved in the general case. We shall describe (in the notation of this paper), 
the method of article [9] for solving this problem in the case of O-groups. In 
this case the problem is reduced to a combinatorial exercise. 
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In view of existence of Jordan decomposition and a Cartan subspace for 
&groups, it is sufficient in this case to describe a method of classification of 
nilpotent orbits. 
DEFINITION. A special pair {H, U} is called of conic type if the Lie algebra 
of the group H contains a nonzero scalar transformation of the space U. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let G 1 V be a &group. Then 
(a) The mapp . g h h zn w ic assigns to every special conic pair its weight system 
induces a bijection between the set of classes of W,-equivalent special pairs of 
conic type and the set of Wo-equivalent pairs of subsets {II,, , III}, I& C Ii’, 171 C A, 
which satisfy the properties (l)-(4) of S ec ion t 1.2 and for which the system 
II,, v  II, is a linear independent system. 
(b) If {H, U} is a special pair of conic type, then all semtfree elements of 
H-module U form an open orbit 51 C U, the Lie algebra of the stabilizer of an 
element from U being trivial. In particular dim H / U = dim U. 
(c) Taking a full system of nonequivalent special pairs of conic type 
(H, , U,) and then taking an element in the open orbit of each linear group H, 1 U, 
we obtain a full minimal system of representatives of nilpotent orbits for linear 
group G 1 V. 
Proof. By the definition of the e-group there exists an automorphism 8 of 
order m of a simple Lie algebra 6, which induces a Z/mZ-gradation 
6 = @,6,, for which the Lie algebra 8 of the group G is identified with 
the subalgebra 8, and the space V is identified with the subspace @r so that the 
B-module V is isomorphic to the &-module 6r . 
Now let {H, U> be a special conic pair for G / V. Replacing this pair by a 
W,-equivalent one we can assume that a system of simple roots U,, of 
the Lie algebra b belongs to U. By definition of a special pair of a conic 
type there exists an element t E f which acts as the identity transformation 
of U and whose centralizer coincides with h. Let {n,, , n,> be the weight system 
of the pair (H, U>. 
(a) Since {H, U} is a special conic pair, there is clearly no zero weights 
in fll and therefore all the weights from D, have multiplicity 1 (see [3]). Hence 
the pair {H, U} is reconstructed uniquely from its weight system. Besides, 
the pair (K&, , D,} evidently satisfies properties (1) and (2) of Proposition 2. 
They imply property (4) (see Sect. 1.2). 
It follows from properties (2) and (4) that (h, a) < 0 if h E fl, , CY En,, and 
(X, p) < 0 if X, p E n, (see [2]). Besides, (LX, /3) < 0 if 01, ,!I E& . Therefore, 
17s u U, is a system of vectors in the Euclidean space f* with nonpositive scalar 
product of any pair of vectors. It is well known that if these vectors are 
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linearly dependent then there exists a linear dependence with nonnegative 
coefficients: 
Applying both sides of this equality to t we obtain: C bj = 0 and therefore all 
the b,‘s are zeros. Since Ir, is a linearly independent system, all the ai’s are 
zeros too. Thus the system &, u U1 is linearly independent, which proves (a). 
(b) The linear group G / 17 is observable and therefore by Lemma 1 
its linear subgroup H 1 U is observable too. Since all the elements from U 
are nilpotent with respect to the linear group H / U, it has a finite number 
of orbits and in particular has an open orbit Qn, C U. 
Let SE UC @& be a semifree element of the H-module U. We put G = @sEz 6,, 
where 6, = (X E 5 1 [t, X] = SX}. G is clearly a reductive subalgebra of Lie 
algebra & and 6, = Ij, 6,1 U. Th e element s is a nilpotent element of a 
reductive Lie algebra 6 and therefore by the Morozov- Jacobson theorem we can 
embed x in a 3-dimensional simple Lie algebra (x, /z, ~‘l:,, where h is a semisimple 
element which belongs to 6, = lj and which normalizes X. Since s is a semifree 
element, h belongs to the center of b. Hence the Lie algebra I& centralizes 
the pair h, x and therefore lj, coincides with the centralizer in E of the 
reductive subalgebra (x, h, y). Hence, lj, is a reductive Lie algebra. Since x 
is a semifree element lj, is a nilalgebra and so ha = 0. 
Therefore the orbit of a point x has the maximal dimension and since the linear 
group H ) U has an open orbit Q, , we obtain that x E 9, . Hence Q = Qr 
and (b) is proved. 
(c) follows from Proposition 1 and the fact that all the orbits of the 
linear group G / I’ are conic (because it is observable). 
Remark. The set 17, u Ur is isomorphic to a subset of the set of restrictions 
on the maximal torus f  C lj = 6, of roots of 6. I f  f  is a maximal torus of 8, 
then n, u 17, is a subset of a system of simple roots of & with respect to f.  
2. THE ORBIT CLASSIFICATION OF THE LINEAR GROUP Spin,,, 
Here we apply the method described in Section 1 to the orbit classification 
of the linear group G = Spin,, in the 64-dimensional space of spinors of the 
13-dimensional space. We shall follow the following plan. 
(1) We classify th e orbits of the bigger group G = Spin,, acting in 
the same space. This can easily be done by making use of Proposition 3 and 
the fact that linear group Spin,, @ k* is a o-group. (The orbit classification 
of Spin,, was obtained also in [5] by direct bulky computations). Then we find 
the stabilizers Gr and normalizers GcZ> for the representatives of all the orbits. 
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(2) We classify the orbits of every group G, on the “complex sphere” 
S = e/G. 
Note that there exists a natural bijection between the set of orbits of the group 
G on the orbit G . x of the group G and the set of orbits of G, on S, under 
which the stabilizers of the corresponding orbits are conjugate in &‘. It implies 
that ((6s)Z , x E V, z E S> (respectively, {(8,,,), , zc E V, z E S}) are the Lie 
algebras of stabilizers (respectively, normalizers) of the linear group G. 
After finding the subalgebras (6c21)Z in the Lie algebra eZ = 6 up to con- 
jugation we find for each of them the centralizer in 6, = 8 of a maximal torus 
of this algebra; let 17,“,” be a system of simple roots of this centralizer. The 
systems ni.Z are all the possible subsystems 17s of the weight systems {n,, , nr} 
of special pairs of the linear group G. 
(3) Using Propositions 1 and 2 we classify the orbits of the linear group 
Spin,, . 
2.0. The realization of the linear groups Spin, . Let L, be the n-dimensional 
linear space over K, B be a nondegenerate bilinear symmetric form on L, . 
Let C be the Clifford algebra of the pair (L, , B), x---f x’ be its canonical 
antiautomorphism, C+ be the subalgebra of elements of even degree. Then 
the group Spin, as an algebraic group is defined as follows: 
Spin, = {s E C+ j ss’ = 1 and sL,s’ = L,}. 
In this realization, the Lie algebra 6, of the algebraic group Spin, , is the 
linear span of elements of the form xy, where X, y  EL, C C and B(x, y) = 0, 
with the usual commutation operation. 
Let SO, be the group of linear transformations of the space L, with deter- 
minant 1 which preserve the bilinear form B. We call a vector representation 
of the group Spin, an epimorphism 8: Spin, -+ SO,, , defined by the formula: 
e(s)v = sas’, s E Spin, , 21 EL, . It is well known that Ker 6’ = 51. 
We describe the models of the spinor representations for even and 
odd n separately. 
(4 IZ = 2K. We choose a basis {e, ,..., e, ,fi ,..., fn> of the space L, , 
for which B(ei ,fj) = aij and B(ei , ej) = B(fi ,fj) = 0. Set e = e1e2 ... e, and 
let V be the intersection of C’ with the subalgebra of C generated by fr ,..., fk . 
For any s E C-‘- there exists a unique element y  E V such that se = ye. 
Setting r(s) = y  defines a linear epimorphism r: C+ + V. Then p(s)x = 
I, s E c’-, x E V, defines an irreducible linear representations p of the 
algebra C in 5’. The restriction of p to Spin, is the spinor representation 
for even n (frequently this representation is called the semispinor representation). 
The linear span f  of the elements t, = -& + elfi ,..., t, = -4 + e,fk is a 
maximal torus of the Lie algebra 6,. The elements eiej , fifj and ei fj with i # j, 
are the root vectors with respect to this torus. The representation of the Lie 
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algebra 6, which corresponds to the vector representation of the group Spin, 
is given by the formula: &(a)~ = av - vu, a E 6, , v EL, . The representation 
which corresponds to the spinor representation is the restriction of p to 6, . 
Let l 1 ,..., ck be the basis of the space f * dual to the basis t, , . . . , t, off. The Weyl 
group of the Lie algebra 8, consists of all linear transformations of the space 
f* of the form: ci + &u) with an even number of minus signs, where 7 
is any permutation. The system of roots is d = {& f cj}; the system of 
simple roots is II = {Q - Ed , Q - ~a ,..., climl - ck , e/c--l + •~1.; the system of 
weights of the spinor representation is /1 = {$(&E, & Ed * ... & EJ}, where the 
number of minus signs are even. All the weight spaces are one-dimensional; 
the monomials f& “‘fi, , iI < ... < i,q , are the weight vectors with the weight 
Q(Q + ..’ J- 63 - (q, f ... + Ei,). 
(b) n = 2k + 1. We choose a basis {e, ,..., e, ,fi ,..., fn , h) of L, , for 
which B(e, , fJ = aij , B(h, h) = 1, B(e, , Iz) = B(fi , h) = B(ei , ej) = 
B(fi ,fj) = 0. Set ui = e&i, vi = fib, u = uluz ... uk and let V be the subalgebra 
in C generated by the elements ur ,..., uk . For any s E Cf there exists a unique 
element y E V such that su = yu. Setting r(s) = y, defines a linear 
epimorphism z-: C+ -+ V. Then p(s)x = I, s E C+, x E V, defines an 
irreducible linear representation p of algebra Cf in V. The restriction of p 
to Spin, is the spinor representation for odd n. 
The linear span f of the elements t, = -4 + elfi ,..., t, = -Q + e,f, is a 
maximal torus of the Lie algebra 6, . The elements e,ei , fifj , and eifj , with 
i # j, eih, fib are the root vectors with respect to this torus. The definition 
of the vector and spinor representations of the Lie algebra 6, is the same as in 
the case of even n. 
Let or ,..., elc be the basis of the space f* dual to the basis t, ,..., t, of f. The 
Weyl group of the Lie algebra 6, consists of all linear transformations of 
the space i* of the form ci + &,o) where 7 is any permutation. The system 
of roots is d = (&ci & 4 ; &tri}; the system of simple roots is II = {Q - Ed ,
Ee - Eg ,...) Ep-1 - Ek ) Ed}; the system of weights of the spinor representation is 
fl = [$(&Cl * “. & et)>. All the weight spaces are one-dimensional; the 
monomials viIvi ... vi , ir < ... < i, , are the weight vectors with weight 
Jr(q I -+E$~(Ej*~+... + Ei 1. 
The linear group G / V = Sp&,+, can be imbedded in the linear group 
G 1 P == Spin,, by the isomorphism 4: V 2 P which is defined as follows: 
CC% *a’ Vi,) = fi, *...f<, if s is even, 
CC% *a. v,,) = fi, ***fi,fk ifs is odd. 
The elements of the space V are called spinors. 
The weight X = 4(&r & ... & Ed) of the spinor representation will be 
denoted by the set of indices h = [il ,..., i,<] consisting of those ci, which 
appear m X with the minus sign. 
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2.1. The orbit classification of the linear group G = Spin,, . Note that the 
linear group Spin,, @ k* is a B-group, which corresponds to a certain semi- 
simple automorphism of infinite order of the Lie algebra Es . This linear group 
admits a finite number of orbits and all of them are nilpotent (see [ 1,4]). Therefore 
according to Proposition 3 there exists a bijection between the set of the 
orbits of this group and the set of classes of We-equivalent pairs (17s , IT,}, 
satisfying the properties (l)-(4) of Section 1.2, and in addition the property that 
the system fl,, u fit is linearly independent. 
All the pairs {fl, , U,} can be easily found by the following remarks. By 
property (4) the difference of any two weights from n, is not a root; the dif- 
ference of the weights h = [zI ,..., is] and p = [j, ,...,jJ for Spinr, is not a 
root if and only if the number of the elements in the symmetric difference: 
{ii ,..., i,} O{j, ,..., it> is equal to 4 or 6. 
Except for the trial pair, which corresponds to the point 0, there exists 
nine pairs {fl, , 17,}, and in all the cases 17, = +. To each such a pair there 
corresponds a unique orbit. As a representative of the orbit we can take the 
sum of monomials fi,fi, ... fi, , which correspond to the weights belonging 
ton1. 
It is easy to deduce the orbit classification of Spin,, from the orbit classification 
of Spin,, @ k*. I f  the restrictions of the weights of D, to the maximal torus 
of the Lie algebra of the group Spin,, is a linearly independent system of vectors 
then the corresponding orbit of Spin,, @ K* is an orbit for Spin,, . It takes 
place in eight cases out of nine. The ninth nonzero orbit JJ which is the orbit 
of maximal dimension of Spin,, @ R* consists of one-parameter family of 
orbits of Spin,, . For the representatives of the orbits we can take the set of the 
elements 01x, where x is a fixed element from 8 and al E 12*. In the same way 
as in Section 3.2 (for Spin,,) it is easy to show that all the orbits of this family 
are closed and that for Spin,, the algebra of invariants is generated by one 
invariant Q of degree 8, and therefore the orbits of 01x and /3x are equivalent if 
and only if (us = BE (we will not need these facts). 
The complete list of the representatives of the orbits of Spin,, , the types 
of their stabilizers and the dimensions of the orbits are contained in the left 
half of Table 1. There are eight nonzero conic orbits of types I-r’111 and a 
one-parameter family of closed orbits of type IX. 
2.2. The decomposition of the orbits of the linear group G = Spin,, on the 
orbits of its linear subgroup G = Spin,, . Let L = L,, be a linear space with 
basis e, ,..., e7 , fi ,..., f, , and let B be a bilinear form on L, for which B(e( , fi) = 
Sij , B(e, , ej) = B(f, ,fj) = 0. The h omogeneous space G/G can be realized 
as a “complex” sphere S = (2 EL 1 B(x, X) = l} in such a way that the action 
of G on S is induced by the vector representation of G. 
Now according to the plan for each of the spinors x of types I-IS from 
Table 1 we find 












A, C? : Lr 
G: L’,, 
GI-f-G, 
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(1) the Lie algebras GZ and &(I. and their representations in L; 
(2) the system n/r, of the representatives of the orbits of the group of trans- 
formations GJ, 1 S (we are not interested here in the minimality of MZ, therefore 
it is not necessary to know the whole group G,); 
(3) the Lie algebras (&), and ((%cs.)Z , z E MZ ; 
(4) the centralizers of the maximal tori of the Lie algebras (GtZ))Z 
in GZ = 8 and the corresponding systems of simple roots Lrt+. 
The Lie algebras (&J, and (6,,,), , z E M, , are the Lie algebras of the 
stabilizers and normalizers of the elements of the G-orbits, which are con- 
tained in G . X. The systems L’t*’ are all up to W,-equivalence, subsystems J7,, 
of the weight systems {U,, , L7i} of the special pairs. 
Below we give the necessary information. We enumerate: (1) the reductive 
parts 6, 1 L of the Lie algebras &,, ; (2) the decomposition of L into irreducible 
subspaces with respect to 6, ; (3) h t e realization of the nilradicals n, of the Lie 
algebras 6, in the Clifford algebra; (4) the system MZ of the representatives 
of the orbits of G, 1 S and, what is the purpose of all computations, (5) the 
systems Ut+. 
In the decomposition of L into irreducible components with respect to 6, 
the weight vectors are arranged in an order induced by a (natural) lexico- 
graphical ordering of the weights of 6, . Ufi and Tk denote the Lie algebras 
of a K-dimensional unipotent group and the k-dimensional torus, respectively. 
I. 6, = $1, 0 $1, ; L = (e, , e2 ,..., e,) @ (f, , fs ,..., fij; 72, = (eiej , 
i,j = l,..., 7); Mz = (x1 = e, + fi}; @*1 = ia. 
II. 6,=spin,@1~1~sl,@1@sl~;L=(e,,e2,e,,e,,f,,fa, 
fi,fi>O(e5,e6,e7)O(f,,fB,f5); n,=<e,fj, i,j=1,2,3,4; eiej, i= 
1, 2,..., 7, j = 5, 6, 7); M, = {zl = e5 + f6 ; z2 = e, + fi}; II;+i = %. 
111. 6,=(2sp,O2)Ok;L=(e,,e,,f,,f,,e,,e,)O<f,.f,,e,,e,, 
fs ,fJ 0 (ed 0 (f,?; n, = (e7ei, e,fi , i = 1, Z..., 6; elf3 ; elf4 ; ele5 ; ele6 ; 
e2f3 ; ezf4 ; e2e5 ; e2e6 ; f3e5 ; f3% ; f& ; f4e, ; e5e6 - f3f4 ; e,e, - f3f4 ; M, = 
{zl = e, + fi ; z2 = e7 + f,}; IIt>“i = 0. 
Iv. G, = sl, @ $1: @I 2;L z= (e, , e2 ,..., es> @ (f6 ,f5 ,..., fi> @ (e,) @ 
(f,); n, = (e7ei , e,fi , i = 1, 2 ,..., 6>,; M, = {zl = e, + fi ; z, = ole7 + elf, , 
v. 6, = s14 0 s14* 0 A2sl, ;L z= (ee , e, , e5 , fa) 0 (ea , f5 , f7 , f2> @ 
<fi ,f4 ,f6 , e6 T e4 , e,); n, = <fle2 ; elfa ; e1e5 ;fie, ; e2f3 ; e2f4 ; e2e5 ; e2e6 ; e2e7 ; 
fse4 i fse5 ; fse6 ; he7 ; f4e5 ; e4e7 ; e5f6 ; e5e7 ; f6e7 ; ele2 + f5f6 ; fif2 + e6e7 ; 
fif5 - e2f6 ; fif5 - f4e7 ; e1e7 + f3f6 ; e2e4 + e6e7 ; f3f4 + e4e5 ; f6f4 -t- e5e6 ; 
M, = {zl == e, + fi ; z2 = e7 + f7); II:,‘; = CT. 
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VI. 6, = sl, @ 1 @ s13* @ 1 @ 1 @ sl, @ 1 @ s13* @ 2(1 @ 1); L = 
<el , e, , 4 0 (f3 , fi , fd 0 (e4 , e5 , es> 0 (f6 , f5 ,fd 0 (ed 0 (fh n, = 
(fie, , i = 1, 2, 3, j = 4, 5, 6, 7; e,ei , i = 4, 5, 6; e1e2 - i3f7 ; ele3 + fif7 ; 
fif7 + e2e3 ; 4 5 f  f  - e5f7 ; e4f7 - f5f6 ; f4f6 - e,e,); M, = {al = el + fi ; z2 = 
e, + fi -~ f4 ; zw = me, f  a-If, , 01 E Is*); ZI~~‘l = II~,“~ = 3, Il~*‘z = {Q). 
l-11. %=s12@Q4@‘h@l; L=(e,,e,,f,,e,,f,,e,,f,,f,jO 
(f4, f7, e, j Tc, (fi , e7, e4>; n, = (fiej , i = 2, 3 ,..., 7; e4fi, i = 2, 3, 5, 6; 
e4e7 ifif - e3e7 ifif + e2e7 ;fif5 + e6e7 ififs - e5e7 ; eze4 - e2f3 ; e3e4 + f2e, ; 
e4e5 +f6e7 ; e,e, - f5e7); n/r, = {x1 = e5 + f5 ; z2 = e, + fi ; z, = e, + fi t 
af4,cxEk*);no e+ E qyz = v’; p+r = {Cl - $>. 0 
VIII. E z=2G,;L=(f,, e3, e6, e7 ,fi ,f4, e5i 0 (fs, e4, e, ,f7 ,fs ,fal 
e,),;n, = (;fie3 *f e *f e .f  e *f e *f e *f f  - e3e7 ;fif4 - e5e7 ;fie, - e3f4 ; Y  16, 23, as, 457 46,12 
fi% - exe5 ; fif4 + e6e7 ; fie, - esf4 ; fie7 f  e3e6 ; f4e7 + e5f6>; M, = tzl = 
e2 + f2 ; z, = ae7 + a-If7 , a E k*}; IT:+ = 0, Il~*‘~ = {cl - 6% , e3 - c4}. 
-G01010G; L=(e,,f,,f,,e7+f7,e3,e,,f,)0 
ce5 ? f4'[\;, , zx-T7 , e6 , e4 ? f6>; @ x = 0; M, = {zl = e7 + f7 ; z2 = e7 + f7 + 
; z, = de7 + c1f7 , a E k*, a f  *l, 
z-p = (E4 - E5 ) E6}. 
*d-l}; fit,‘- = J7t+a = f f  , 
2.3. The finding of the representatives of the orbits for Spin,, . We shall 
find up to lVo-equivalence all pairs {Q, , n,}, no C n, U1 C fl, satisfying the 
properties (l)-(4) of Section 1.2, for which 17, is one of the following systems 
(which were found in Section 2.2): 
II01 = $2, 17,’ = +6>, 170” = {El - EZ], 
170” = {El - E2 ) E3 - E4>, ITo5 = {E4 - 65 , C6}. 
It is easy to do so by making use of property (4) and the following remark: the 
difference of the weights h = [i1 ,..., i,] and p = [j, ,..., j,] is not a root if 
and only if the number of the elements in the symmetric difference 
(4 ,.-, i,l- 4 ,..., it> is equal to 3, 4, 5, or 6. 
A pair of systems {no , L7i> is convenient to represent by a diagram, in which 
white nodes denote the weights froml7,and black nodes denote the roots fromno. 
Two white nodes are connected by k - 3 lines, where k = 3, 4, 5 or 6 is the 
corresponding symmetric difference. A white and a black node are connected 
(by one line) i f f  the sum of the corresponding weight and root is a weight, 
and this line is equipped by an arrow if the root is short. The black nodes 
are connected as in the corresponding Dynkin diagram. 
We obtain 15 nonequivalent pairs (no , IT,} for which no = ,B, and 
one pair {no, L7,>, for each Lro = Uoi, i = 2, 3, 4, 5; these pairs are uniquely 
defined by their diagrams. 
Each of the found pairs {no, L7,] is a weight system of a special pair {H, Ul, 
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for which the full system of representatives of semifree orbits can be easily 
found. 
From the correspondence between the weights of the linear groups Spin,, and 
Spin,, , it is easy to find out to which of the orbits of the group Spin,, the 
found representatives of orbits of the group Spin,, belong and to find the type 
of the Lie algebras of their stabilizers. 
In the right half of Table 1 we list: (1) the diagrams of the weight systems 
(IT, , fli} of special pairs, corresponding to nonzero orbits; (2) the full system of 
representatives of nonzero orbits for Spin,, ; (3) the types of the Lie algebras of 
their stabilizers; and (4) the dimensions of the orbits. We can also see how each 
of the orbits of Spin,, is decomposed into the orbits of Spin,, . The coefficients 
01 and j3 in the table are nonzero elements of the field k. In the last line of the 
table they satisfy the condition: 01~ & ,5” f  0. 
It is easy to obtain from Table 1 the following information about the orbits 
of the linear group G = Spin,, . 
LEMMA 2. (a) There are 13 nonzero conic orbits; their types are 1-6, 8-11, 
13, 14, 16. 
(b) ,411 the orbits of the types 7, 18, 20 intersect the 2-dimensional subspace: 
il + z’1v2z’a~~Ur,z’6 , z+U27Ja + U*fJ&: . 
(c) The representatives of the rest of the types 12, 15, 17 and 19 haz,e the 
form x = x,< + x, , where the spinor x, is nilpotent with respect to GZ8 and G, C GZ. . 
The spinor x, is of type 7 in the first three cases and of type 8 in the fourth case, 
and spinor x, is of t-vpe 1, 3, 5, 1 respectizlely. 
3. THE PROPERTIES OF ORBIT DECOMPOSITION AND INVARIANTS OF 
THE LINEAR GROUP Spin,, 
3.1. Some general facts (see also [lo]). Let M be an irreducible affine 
variety and let an algebraic group G act regularly on M. Let L be a closed 
irreducible subvariety of the variety M, GL be the stabilizer of L in G, and 
let W= GL[L. 
In this section we shall prove some statements, which allow us to reduce 
the computation of the algebra of invariants of the action of G on M to the 
one of the action of IV on L, and to find the closed orbits of G. 
PROPOSITION 4. Suppose that: (1) there exists a nonempty open W-invariant 
subset L, CL, for which any two G-equivalent points are W-equivalent; and (2) -- 
G.L=M. 
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Then there exists an isomorphism k(M)C + k(L)W induced by the restriction 
homomorphism. 
Proof. By (2) the homomorphism #: k(M)G + k(L)w is well-defined and 
is a monomorphism. By Rosenlicht’s theorem [7] the functions from k(M)G 
separate the G-orbits in general position on Ad. Therefore by (1) the functions 
from +(k(M)G) separate W-orbits in general position on L. So we evidently 
obtain that +(k(M)G) = k(L)w. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let the variety M be normal and let any closed orbit of the 
group G intersect with L. If f E Qk[MIG and the restriction off on L is a regular 
function on L, then f is a regular function on M. 
Proof. Since the variety AZ is normal the ring k[MIG is integrally closed. 
Therefore there exists in k[MIG an integrally closed subring A of finite type, 
for which QA = Qk[M]G. We have a surjective birational morphism 
4: M + Spec A. If  f is nonregular on M then the corresponding function f  
on Spec =Z is also nonregular. Since Spec A is normal, the function fcan be repre- 
sented in the form f  = P/Q, where P, Q E k[MIG and P(x) + 0, Q(x) = 0 
in some point x E Spec A. Taking a preimage y  E M of the point x by the 
mapping #, we obtain that f = P/Q, P, Q E k[Mlc and P(y) # 0, Q(y) = 0 
in some point y  E M. 
We take in G *y a closed orbit. Since it intersects with L, it has the form 
G . x, where z EL. But then P(x) # 0, Q(z) = 0, which contradicts the fact 
that the restriction off on L is a regular function. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let G 1 M be a linear algebraic group and let the group G have 
no nontrivial characters. Let L C M be a closed subvariety, let conditions (1) and 
(2) of Proposition 4 be satis$ed, and let any closed orbit of G intersect with L. Then 
the restriction homorphism induces an isomorphism 4: k[MIG -+ k[Llw. 
Proof. By Proposition 4 we have at least an isomorphism k(M)G - k(L)w. 
In particular $ is a monomorphism. Since G has no nontrivial characters, we 
obtain: k(M)” = Qk[MIG. Th ere ore f  by Proposition 5, 4 is an epimorphism. 
PROPOSITION 7. Suppose that: (1) the restriction homomorphism induces an 
epimorphism; (2) any closed orbit of group G intersects with L; (3) the group W 
is Jinite. 
Then the G-orbit of any point of L is closed. 
Proof. We suppose the contrary: x EL but the orbit G . x is not closed. 
Then in G . x\G . x there is a closed orbit, which by (2) has the form G . y, 
y  EL. The points x and y  are G-nonequivalent (and hence W-nonequivalent) 
and are not separated by the functions from k[MIG. Therefore, by (1) they are 
not separated by the functions from k[Llw. This contradicts (3). 
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Let us prove for the completeness of the picture two more statements, which 
we will not use. 
PROPOSITION 8. We suppose that the group G is reductive, the variety M 
is normal, and the johowing conditions are satisfied: (1) any two G-equivalent 
points of L are W-equivalent; (2) any closed orbit of group G intersects with L; 
(3) uny orbit of G, which intersects with L, is closed. 
Then the restriction homomorphism induces an isomorphism: k[MIG z k[LIW. 
Proof. By (l)-(3) there exists a natural bijection between the closed orbits 
of G on M and of W on L. Besides, since the group G is reductive, there exists 
a natural bijection between the closed orbits of the group G on M and the points 
of the variety Spec k[MIG. Therefore the mapping Spec k[L]” -+ Spec k[MIG 
induced by inverse mapping of the algebras, is bijective on open subsets and 
therefore is birational. Hence, the restriction homomorphism induces an 
isomorphism of fields of fractions: Qk[MIG 3 Qk[Llw. The desired isomorphism 
follows now from Proposition 5. 
PROPOSITION 9. If  G / 17 is a linear reductive group and c C J,' is a Cartan 
subspace then the Weyl group is Jinite and the restriction homomorphism induces 
an isomorphism: k[ VIG + k[c]“‘. 
Proof. The second statement of the proposition follows from Proposition 8. 
To prove the finiteness of the group W we note that W is a linear algebraic 
group, for which all the orbits are closed. Therefore, all the orbits of W are 
the level varieties of invariants. Since a general orbit has the maximal dimension 
and a general level variety of invariants has the minimal dimension, we obtain that 
all the orbits of W have the same dimension. Therefore they are O-dimensional 
and W is a finite group. 
3.2. The application of the results of Section 3.1 to G / V = Spin,, . 
Consider the following spinors: 
b, = 1, b, = ~1~2~3~4wci > b, = ~1~2~3 , b, = v4v5v6 . 
We put: 
a, = b, + b, , a2 = b3 + b4 , c = <a1 , a2), 
Cl = {% + pa, I 43 f  0, a2 i B" # O), W = G, 1 c. 
We will show that for M = I/, L = c, L, = c, all the conditions of Proposi- 
tion 4 are satisfied. 
The set cr is the set of all elements from c of type 20. Therefore, cr is a 
W-invariant set. By direct computations we verify that for all XE cr the Lie algebra 
6 of the stabilizer coincides with the Lie algebra of the group G, and that G is a 
regular subalgebra of type A, + A,with a system of simple roots (q - c2 , c2 - l 3 ; 
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E4 - EL5 , Es - us}. In particular we obtain that the group W = G,/G,” is finite. 
Note for the future that the centralizer of 6 in G belongs to T. Therefore, 
we can choose the elements of G, modulo G,h in the group N (the normalizer 
T in G). 
The subspace in V, which is annihilated by the subalgebra 6 is E = (b, , b, , 
6,) b4). Let H be the normalizer of G in G. The subspace E is H-invariant. 
It is clear from Table 1 that if a spinor x = xf=, Qi is G-equivalent to a 
spinor from c, then either ~1~20(,~, + 0 or ollclZ # 0, o/s = 01~ = 0, or 01~ = 
01~ = 0, “atid # 0. Therefore, we obtain that any subspace from t, which is 
G-equivalent to c, is T-equivalent to c. Hence, H = T . G, . 
Let now ~Eci, g.xEc,. From the above information we obtain that 
g E H and therefore g = t *g, , where t E T, g, E Gc . Hence t * x E ci , and we 
obtain that t E G, . Therefore g E G, and condition (1) of Proposition 4 is 
satisfied. 
From Table 1 it is clear that condition (2) of Proposition 4 is also satisfied. 
Finally we obtain from Lemma 2 that any closed orbit intersects with c. From 
Propositions 6 and 7 we obtain now 
PROPOSITION 10. (a) The subspace c = (a 1 , a,) is the Cartan subspace for 
Spin,, ; in particular, k[VJG N K[clw. 
(b) The orbits of types 7, 18 and 20 aye all the nonzero closed orbits of 
Spin,, . 
3.3. The computation of the Weyl group for Spin,, . The group W acts 
on the Cartan space c = (ar, as). The lines (a,) and (aa) are the only l- 
dimensional subspaces of c for which the stabilizer has type A, . Therefore (see 
Table l), they are G-equivalent. Hence, they are W-equivalent and W 
permutes them. Therefore, there is a subgroup W,, in W of index 2, which 
preserves (ai) and (aa). 
We recall that we can choose the elements of Gc modulo G,o in the group N 
(Section 3.2). Let z> E N be a representative of an element from W. It is easy 
to see that w can be written in the following form: w = wet, where t E T and 
w,, . bil = biz , w0 . bi2 = bil , where (i1 , 2 i ) is the permutation of the numbers 
(1,2} or {3,4} and v = f 1 is the parity of this permutation. Let 01; = ci(t), 
i = 1, 2,..., 6 and ol = 01~ti~c+~~a~cl~ . Then the conditions w . (ai) C (ai) 
can be written in the following form (the arbitrary signs appear): 
,1/z = f,-112. a1/2ci&,a, = +r112a a a 12 3’ 
We also have: 
23. a, = o11i2a 1, W * a2 = a-l12a 4a5w2 . 
Now it is clear that the matrices of transformations from W, in the basis a, , a2 
are the all diagonal ones with f  1, hi on the diagonal. Therefore, matrices 
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from W are the all monomial matrices with nonzero elements equal to +l, fi. 
The group Wis generated by the complex reflections (t i) and (y t). Therefore, 
the algebra K[clw is freely generated by the polynomials x4 + y4 and x4y4 (in 
the basis a r , ua). Both of these polynomials, according to Proposition 6, 
extend uniquely to G-invariant polynomials of degrees 4 and 8 on the 
space V. We denote them by P and Q, respectively. We obtain in particular 
PROPOSITION 11. (a) The elements aal + Paz and alal + &ae of type 20 are 
equivalent zf and only if cy4 + J3” = a14 + ,614 and a”/34 = al”fil”. (b) The elements 
of type 7 (respectively, 12, 15, 17, 18, 19) are equivalent zf and only if the corre- 
sponding numbers 01~ are equal. 
3.4. Final result. Table 1 and Sections 3.2 and 3.3 give the following result. 
THEOREM 1. (1) For the linear group Spin,, there exist Jordan decomposition 
and a Cartan subspace c, the Weylgroup being of order 32 and being generated by 
complex reflections. 
(2) 772 e a EL? b f  e ra o invariants is freely generated by the invariants P and Q of 
degrees 4 and 8. 
(3) Any level variety of invariants is an irreducible variety of dimension 62, 
consisting of a finite number of orbits. The complement to the open orbit in it 
has codimension 34 (in particular the Igusa condition is satisfied). 
(4) Put M,,, = {x E V / P(x) = p, Q(x) = ql. One has: (a) if p2 - 4q # 0 
and q # 0 then M,,, consists of one closed orbit of type 20; (b) ifp2 - 4q = 0, 
q # 0, then M,,, is a union of an open orbit of type 10 and a closed orbit 
of type 18; (c) ifp2 - 4q # 0, q = 0, then M,,, is a union of an open orbit 
of type 17, two orbits of types 12 and I5 and a closed orbit of type 7; (d) the 
variety M,,, contains 0 and 13 conic orbits of types 1-6, 8-11, 13, 14, 16, the 
orbit of type 16 being open in it. 
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